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PREFACE 
 

The 9
th

 International Conference of ASIALEX was held at the Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University on 25-27
th

 June 2015. The theme of the conference is Words, 

Dictionaries and Corpora: Innovations in reference science.   

 

The response to the call for papers was encouragingly strong, and seventy-five percent 

of presenters contributed a full paper. The range of the topics covered by the 

conference is rich and will certainly deepen our understanding of semantics, 

dictionaries and computational lexicography. The proceedings have six sections: 1) 

General lexicographic studies; 2) Pedagogical lexicography; 3) Corpus and 

computational lexicography; 4) user studies; 5) Terminologies and lexical studies and 

6) e-dictionaries. 

 

The ASIALEX 2015 was sponsored by the Department of English, and also the PolyU 

Funding for Prestigious International Engagements. I am grateful to the generous 

institutional support which made this international event possible. Teamwork, 

patience and tireless effort are the key to the success of the conference and the 

Proceedings. I would like to express my particular thanks to the organizing 

committee: Prof Huang Churen, Professor Martin Warren, Miss Ye Meng, Mr Liu 

Liming, Mr Jamie Mckeown. We were a small team running a big conference.   

 

 

 

 

LI Lan 

Convener of ASIALEX2015, Hong Kong 

June 2015 
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Lexicography as a Teaching Tool: A Hong Kong case study 

 

James Lambert 

National Institute of Education (NIE), Singapore 

  james_lambo@hotmail.com 

 
Abstract  

Dictionaries have been put to a number of pedagogical uses, including lessons on how to use 

dictionaries (e.g. Chi 1998), and lessons utilizing pre-existing dictionaries for a range of educational 

goals (e.g. vocabulary building). However, less common is the use of the practice of lexicography as a 

teaching tool. This paper details an example of using lexicography in the teaching of World Englishes. 

In March of 2014, three classes of students studying World Englishes at City University of Hong Kong 

were required to research and draft two dictionary entries on items of Hong Kong English. This 

lexicographical assignment had a number of educational benefits. Specifically, the students gained 

hands-on experience of dictionary writing, which provided insight into the difficulties faced by 

lexicographers, and hence clearer understanding of the reliability of dictionaries. The project also 

helped students hone their sense of the overlap between Hong Kong English and Cantonese. Finally, 

the entries written by the students document over 60 items of Hong Kong English that have never been 

treated in other lexicographical texts on the variety (such as Cummings & Wolf 2011), highlighting the 

need for more work in this area. Similar projects could be utilized for practically any variety of English 

as part of World Englishes studies. 

 

Keywords: lexicography; pedagogy; World Englishes; Hong Kong English 

 

Introduction 

In the field of metalexicography there seems to be very little literature on the teaching of 

lexicography. Pedagogical interest in lexicography seems to be largely concerned with how 

students use dictionaries (e.g. Al-Salami & Hattab 2008), the teaching of dictionary skills in 

the classroom (e.g. Chi 1998), or the use of existing dictionaries to improve vocabulary or 

achieve other educational goals (e.g. Gonzales 1999). Lexicography itself – that is, the art and 

craft of dictionary writing – is a subject that has been taught at tertiary level for some decades 

in various universities worldwide. Examples include lexicographer David Blair who taught 

courses on lexicography at Macquarie University, Sydney from 1987 until 2001, and 

Professor Julie Coleman, at the University of Leicester, who regularly has a module in which 

students create their own subject-restricted lexicons which are then published online: samples 

can be viewed via the university website (Coleman). What seems to be scarce, however, are 

scholarly articles on how such courses are run and the theoretical issues involved. One of the 

few articles to discuss educational benefits of teaching students to be lexicographers is 

Battenburg and Lant (2003). They note that such projects required students to apply 

knowledge from a range of linguistics subject areas (14), and also argue that lexicographical 

projects are a type of ‘situated learning’ in which abstractions are ‘grounded’ (8) since 

students have to face the same questions that lexicographers have to face (13). In response to 

the dearth of material on using lexicography as a teaching tool, this paper provides details of a 

lexicographical assignment conducted at City University Hong Kong in 2014. 

 

Assignment design 

As part of a course on World Englishes run in 2014 by the Department of English at City 

University of Hong Kong, students were set a lexicography assignment by the course 

coordinator, Associate Professor Chris Jenks. There were three tutorial groups totaling 60 

students in all. Students were English majors in their third year, mostly but not exclusively of 

Cantonese background. The assignment description was brief: ‘Students are responsible for 

two dictionary entries of Hong Kong English.’ The primary goal of this assignment was not to 

teach lexicography per se, but rather to engage the students in a practical research project that 

would link to the course aims and objectives, namely: to raise the students’ consciousness of 
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the socio-political, cultural, economic, and ethical aspects of the global spread of English; to 

equip students with critical concepts needed to examine the status, functions, and features of 

world Englishes; and to allow the students to discover some aspect of the role of English in 

Hong Kong, with particular reference to the description of Hong Kong English (adapted from 

Jenks 2014). 

As co-teacher, I devised a range of teaching materials to supplement the assignment 

description. A detailed example of the type of dictionary entry required was supplied as a 

handout (Appendix 1), along with a description of the required lexicographical fields 

(Appendix 2), and a table of etymological types (Appendix 3). The sample entry (Appendix 

1) was based on the Oxford English Dictionary model, that is, the dictionary on historical 

principles (Murray et al. 1888-1928). The sample entry consisted of a headword, 

pronunciation in the International Phonetic Alphabet, part-of-speech label, definition, several 

citations, an etymology, and usage notes. Student assignments had to follow this basic entry 

structure, with a minimum of two citations (from different sources, and preferably some years 

apart). Students were also encouraged to find the earliest citation possible. If the etymology 

included Cantonese etymons, the Chinese characters had to be given followed by a 

transliteration in parentheses. Cantonese has no official Romanization system, so for 

consistency sake, the Yale Romanization system was stipulated for all student dictionary 

entries, and copies of Chik and Ng (2000) were made available to students in tutorials. For 

etymons in Mandarin, pinyin was stipulated. If required, transliterations for other non-English 

scripts could be negotiated individually with the teacher. 

 

Teaching lexicography 

Students were essentially given a ‘crash course’ in how to be a lexicographer over a number 

of tutorial classes, beginning with lexicographical data collection. As a starting point, students 

were prompted to discuss how lexicographers go about creating dictionaries. Considering that 

no lexicographer can conceivably know all the words of a language, students were asked to 

ponder what data lexicographers used to inform them about words, leading to discussion of 

various aspects of typical lexicographical research such as reading programs, citation 

collection, and corpus linguistics. To illustrate how word meanings could be inferred from 

context, students were given citations of an unfamiliar word from which they had to construct 

the meaning. The word chosen was the Australian slang term chook which means ‘chicken.’ 

They were presented with the following citation first.  

chook n. 

  ‘If you don’t want ’em, you can sling ’em to the chooks.’ 

1932 ‘Miles Franklin’ Old Blastus of Bandicoot v. 59  

 

 

From this, students could infer that the word chook was a noun and countable, though little 

else as could be reasonably inferred as the text does not say what is being slung to the chooks. 

From the next citation, the students were able to guess the meaning ‘chicken,’ as the chooks 

are in a hen-house. 

 

chook n. 

  ‘Good garden, Archie, and a big hen-house full of chooks.’ 

1966 Bruce Beaver You Can’t Come Back 111  

 

More citations of the target word were supplied, from which the meaning became abundantly 

clear. This exercise gave students an insight into the way in which the meaning of words is 

linked to context, how lexicographers work with unfamiliar lexis, and the informational 

sources that lexicographers use to construct dictionaries. Also, it gave the students insight into 

the type of citational material they were required to collect for their assignment. Sample 

entries from the Oxford English Dictionary (Murray et al. 1888-1928) were discussed in class, 

focusing on the functions of displaying the citational evidence in a dictionary entry. 
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In terms of etymologies, apart from the use of transliteration, students were expected to 

categorize terms according to the type of word formation (e.g. agglutination, compounding, 

clipping) or word transmission (e.g. borrowing, loan translation/calque). The various 

processes of lexical generation were discussed in class, with group-work activities in which 

students had to generate their own examples. To further assist students when doing their 

assignments, a handout of various word formation categories was provided (Appendix 3).  

Finally, a certain amount of class time was devoted to assisting students with the selection of 

Hong Kong English lexical items for their assignments. Each student had to select two lexical 

items and register them with the teacher on a first-come-first-served basis. Students were free 

to choose whatever lexical items they liked so long as they satisfied two stipulations: (a) the 

lexical items had to be Hong Kong English, so far as the student and the teacher were aware, 

and (b) each lexical item had to be unique from those of the other students. It was anticipated 

that this would generate 120 separate dictionary entries (2 for each of the 60 students). In 

order to assist students in the selection process there was a discussion of the various semantic 

fields and subject areas that are likely to contain localized lexis (e.g. local types of food, local 

culture, flora and fauna, transport infrastructure, educational and political terminology, slang, 

etc.). While many students furnished their own lexical items, I also provided a list of localized 

lexis, based on my own Hong Kong English citation database, from which they could select 

items if they were having trouble finding one themselves. 

 

Results of the assignment 

A total of 113 separate items of Hong Kong English were lexicographically described among 

the dictionary entries drafted by the students (see Appendix 4). This is slightly lower than the 

projected 120 possible entries (2 for each of 60 students). The shortfall was partially due to 

overlap, despite stipulation (b) mentioned above, and partially a result of failure to submit the 

assignment. These were compared against the Hong Kong English lexis in three pre-existing 

lexicographical treatments of Hong Kong English: the Grolier International Dictionary 

(2000), Bolton (2003), and Cummings and Wolf (2011). A total of 92 lexical items were not 

found in the Grolier, 92 were not in Bolton, and 73 were not in Cummings and Wolf. An 

impressive total of 67 terms were recorded afresh by the students, having appeared in none of 

the previous lexicographical treatments of Hong Kong English, revealing that there is much 

work yet to be done on the lexis of Hong Kong English.  

In terms of etymologies, by far the largest source language was, understandably, Cantonese. 

Students detailed 37 direct borrowings, 37 loan translations/calques, and 6 partial loan 

translations. The next most frequent source language was English, with neologistic 

compounds accounting for 15 etymologies, with 9 other English-based terms from a variety 

of word formation processes such as initialism and semantic extension. Mandarin was not a 

prominent source of etymons with only 2 borrowings and 2 loan translations. Other terms 

were of mixed origin, some with complicated or uncertain etymologies. The term mahjong is 

neither Cantonese nor Mandarin, and has not been sufficiently accounted for yet in other 

etymological sources. The term missy appears to be a Chinese Pidgin English term from 

English miss + the Cantonese phonotactic suffix -ee/-y, though perhaps owes something to the 

pre-existing British English diminutive of miss.  

The student contributions were of variable quality, though generally very well done. Some in-

class tutorial time was set aside for workshopping the entries. The poorer assignments were 

turned in by students (known locally as ‘deadline fighters’) who decided to forgo this 

opportunity and draft their final dictionary entries the night before the due date. With the 

students who worked on drafts in class, a number of aspects of lexicography proved 

challenging and counterintuitive. With regard to definition-writing students, as a result of 

having spent years padding out written assignments in order to meet word-length 

requirements, were somewhat bemused to be told that fewer words were better than a long, 

wordy definition. Occasional errors occurred with grammatical category labelling, 

categorizing etymons, and IPA transcription. Some etymons were not transliterated with the 

Yale system, and some entries overly relied on information from Wikipedia. Nevertheless, the 

high quality of the resulting entries meant that students were able to compare their own work 
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favorably with that of Cummings and Wolf (2011), a published academic text from the most 

prestigious university in Hong Kong, which contains less detailed entries and lacks 

transliterations of Chinese etymons.  

 

Problems encountered 

Some of the Chinese students had difficulty comprehending the need to Romanize the 

Chinese etymons. Living in a Chinese script environment they naturally could read the 

pronunciations of Chinese characters. And although the Hong Kong linguistic landscape has 

Romanized Chinese, for example in business names, bilingual Chinese students had expressed 

to me on many occasions that they generally ignore English text, whether transliteration or 

translation. To put it another way, they are largely blinkered to the English texts in their own 

linguistic environment. In order to dramatize the need for Romanization for readers with no 

knowledge of Chinese, students were provided with the following etymology:  

From Hindi       ‘water carrier,’ from Persian بهشت ‘heavenly.’ 

Without transliterations, the Hindi and Persian scripts had no meaning to the students. When 

transliterations were subsequently supplied (Hindi bhishtī / Persian bihisht), the students felt 

that the etymologies were more readable, and were able to identify better with someone (i.e. a 

potential reader of their own dictionary entries) who could not read Chinese. 

By far the most challenging task for students was how to determine if a word was Cantonese 

or English. As is typical in language contact situations, although a great deal of lexis is clearly 

the preserve of one or other of the languages involved, there is a certain amount of lexis that 

exists in a gray area between the two. Take for instance the terms bon voyage and gesundheit, 

which although used in English for many years still retain French and German spellings and 

pronunciations. Are they truly English words? In the Hong Kong context there are a great 

many such terms. First, there are borrowings. These include English words borrowed into 

Cantonese, such as English taxi > Cantonese 的士 (dīk-sih) (see Chan and Kwok 1982), and 

Cantonese words borrowed into English, such as Cantonese 點心 (dím sàm) > English dim 

sum. There are also loan translations, such as English add oil, an encouragement, from 

Cantonese 加油 (gà yàuh), from 加 (gà) add and 油 (yàuh) oil, literally meaning ‘put fuel 

into your vehicle,’ but figuratively ‘to persevere and work hard.’ There are also cases 

involving bilingual puns, for example, the expression delay no more, which is used punningly 

to express the Cantonese phrase 屌你老母 (dìu néih lóuh mòuh), literally, ‘fuck your old 

mother.’ In Cantonese, initial n and l are frequently interchanged (Campbell and Wong 2015: 

36), so that this expression is also pronounced dìu léih nóuh mòuh. Importantly, the 

expression delay no more, written in the Roman alphabet, is commonly used in both 

Cantonese-language contexts and English-language contexts.  

Another difficulty faced by the students was in determining if a certain lexical item was part 

of wider English or restricted to Hong Kong. Student opinions on this matter were by and 

large correct, however, with a number of expressions their initial impressions were incorrect. 

For instance flea market was thought to be a local Hong Kong term on the basis that the 

Cantonese term for flea market is 跳蚤市場 (tiu j u s h ch uhng), literally 跳蚤 (tiu j u) flea 

+ 市場 (s h ch uhng) market. However, the Cantonese is a calque on the English term, which 

dates back to the 1890s (Warwick Examiner 1891: 2), not the other way around. Meanwhile, 

pawn shop dates back to 1735 (Pope: 128), before the English language had come to Hong 

Kong. A similar misapprehension was made with egg tart, which was believed to have 

originated in Hong Kong and Macau. However, the term egg tart dates back only to 1975 in 

Hong Kong (Sung: 18), and occurs much earlier in Western sources (e.g. Sunday Times 1914: 

31).  

Within this melee of intersections between English and Cantonese, the students, being 

themselves bilingually fluent, were able to navigate with perfect ease in communicative 

contexts where the provenance of a certain term or expression matters little. Yet, they 

encountered difficulty when it came to taking a linguistic stance and deciding if a term was 

(Hong Kong) English or not – as the assignment required them to do. In order to provide the 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=chardict&cdcanoce=0&cdqchi=%E8%B7%B3%E8%9A%A4%E5%B8%82%E5%A0%B4
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students with a rule of thumb they could use to decide if a term was English, irrespective of 

its origins, at least two citations in which the lexical item was used in a wholly English 

context needed to be found. For instance, in the text ‘Add oil, the road ahead is long’ 

(Dotland.net blog), the expression add oil is used in an English-only context, and thus was 

acceptable for the assignment. Whereas the following example of the term, ‘Add Oil 鼓勵發

放正能量 ’ (Oriental Daily),
29

 is in a wholly Cantonese context and thus represents a 

borrowing of English into Cantonese. As work on the assignment progressed, students found 

that many of the terms they first selected proved unlocatable in English-language contexts, 

and were only found in Cantonese contexts, which was somewhat of a revelation to them. 

Such terms had to be discarded and other terms selected. 

Finally, students were generally poor at finding early citations, with 70 of the 113 terms 

(61.9%) being antedated by my own records, usually by many decades (see columns Date 1 

and Date 2 in Appendix 4), in large part due to the lack of easily accessible resources for such 

research. 

 

Discussion 

The primary goal of the lexicographical assignment described was to enhance the students’ 

understanding of various concepts in the World Englishes course they were taking. Obvious 

educational benefits were that students were given a clearer sense, through practical 

experience, of the intersection between Hong Kong English and Cantonese. Additionally, the 

hands-on experience of dictionary writing provided insight into the difficulties faced by 

lexicographers and hence a strong position from which a more critical view of dictionaries 

could be taken. The student entries also documented over 60 items of Hong Kong English that 

have never been treated in other lexicographical works on the variety, highlighting the need 

for more work in this area.  

As this assignment was only one of three in the course, it was necessarily brief. One obvious 

way in which the assignment could have been enhanced would have been to publish the 

finalized dictionary entries, either online or as a booklet (the word count for total entries was 

approximately 20,000 words). Since dictionaries are so widely regarded as having the power 

to standardize and legitimize lexis, lexicographical publication of the student entries has the 

potential to bring into focus questions about the validity of the so-called ‘new varieties of 

English’ and thus feed into the wider discussion that is of core concern to World English 

studies. Although this assignment focused on Hong Kong English, similar lexicographical 

projects could be utilized for any variety of English as part of World Englishes studies. In 

addition, the use of lexicography as a teaching tool offers abundant possibilities for a vast 

range of linguistic and other language-related studies. 
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Appendix 1  Sample dictionary entry handout 

ASSIGNMENT 1 – SAMPLE DICTIONARY ENTRY 

 

fortune stick /ˌfɔtʃuːn ˈstɪk/ noun (count) one of a set of numbered bamboo slips which corresponds to a message 

concerning the future, drawn by a supplicant in Taoist divination 

 

1871 Indian Museum: Minutes of the Trustees 11 Sep 143. [list item] 6 Fortune sticks used in Chinese 

temples. Yunan.  

 

1904 Jessie Juliet Knox Little Almond Blossoms: A Book of Chinese Stories for Children 142. Ho chun 

thought that while they were there, they had better try throwing the fortune sticks, as he knew it would please 

them, so he picked up a tall round box, full of bamboo sticks, and explained it to them. 

 

1938 Thomas Handforth Mei Li [unpaginated]. Mei Li ran happily down the hill. Surely, if the fortune sticks 

said she was going to rule a kingdom she would. 

 

1944 Contemporary Chinese Stories 134. Finally mother returned, and the medicine prescribed by the fortune 

sticks was soon brewing over the stove. 

 

1977 Paul Bowles Things Gone and Things Still Here 37. After the painful heat outside, everything in the 

temple suddenly seemed a symbol of the concept of coolness — the stone floor under my bare feet, the 

breeze that moved through the shadowy interior, the bamboo fortune sticks being rattled in their long box by 

those praying at the altar[.] 

 

1992 Islands: An International Magazine Mar/Apr 120. Adding to the babble at Wong Tai Sin was the 

incessant rattling of fortune sticks, one of the most popular methods of divination.  

 

2000 Mimi Chan All the King’s Women: The Story of a Hong Kong Family 32. Ah Ching went to the temple 

on her behalf on every major festival to kou chim, that is to ask one’s fortune through the use of fortune 

sticks.  

http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/english/undergraduate/modules/slangandwww/Glossaries%20(off%20campus)
http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/english/undergraduate/modules/slangandwww/Glossaries%20(off%20campus)
http://dotaland.net/tag/zhou/
http://www.orientaldaily.oriental.com.hk/cnt/lifestyle/%2020111227/00298_001.html
http://www.orientaldaily.oriental.com.hk/cnt/lifestyle/%2020111227/00298_001.html
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Origin: Compound noun formed with English elements. Compare Cantonese 求 簽 (kàuh chìm) divination using 

fortune sticks, from 求 (kàuh) pray for + 簽 (chìm) slip of bamboo. 

 

Usage: Not commonly used in spoken English, though not uncommon in newspapers and travel books. 

 
Appendix 2   Format of dictionary entries handout 

ASSIGNMENT 1 – FORMAT OF DICTIONARY ENTRIES 

 

headword – in bold 

pronunciation – in IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) 

part of speech – traditional grammar 

definition – normally one sentence 

citations (you need only 2; from different sources, some years apart) 

etymology (see below) 

usage (see below) 

 

citation 

 year – in bold 

 author’s name (if present) 

 book/magazine/newspaper/website title 

 date (if relevant) 

 page number (if present) 

 

etymology 

 type of word formation (see below) 

 language of origin 

 if from Chinese: 

o Chinese characters 

o Yale Romanisation in parentheses, in italic 

o meaning, and literal meaning 

 

usage  

 make some notes on  

o who uses the word 

o what types of sources it is found in 

 what frequency it has (see sample entry) 

 
 

Appendix 3  Word formation handout 

 
ASSIGNMENT 1 – TYPES OF WORD FORMATION 

 

1. loanword: a word borrowed from another language (e.g. cliché, from French) 

2. agglutination: adding affixes (e.g. unhelpfulness, from un + help + ful + ness) 

3. compound: adding to words together (e.g. shoelace, takeaway) 

4. hybridised compound: compounding different languages (e.g. iceberg) 

5. calque: a literal translation of word or phrase from another language (e.g. Milky Way, from Latin via 

lactea) 

6. semantic extension: adding a new meaning to a word (e.g. gay ‘homosexual’)  

7. grammatical extension: changing the part of speech to give new meaning (e.g. to film) 

8. eponymy: using a proper noun: (e.g. xerox, Australian, Confucianism) 

9. blending: mixing two words together (e.g. smog, from smoke + fog) 

10. initialism: from initial letters of a phrase (e.g. USA from United States of America) 

11. acronym: an initialism that makes a pronounceable word (e.g. pin from personal identification number) 
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12. clipping: cutting off part of a word (e.g. ad from advertisement) 

13. onomatopoea: copying a real world sound (e.g. boom, pop) 

14. back-formation: removing ‘seeming’ affixes from existing words (e.g. edit from editor)  

 

 

 
 

Appendix 4   Hong Kong English lexis dictionary entries 

 

The following table lists the headwords of the dictionary entries submitted by students. Date 1 is the 

earliest citation provided by students, while Date 2 is an antedating based on the earliest citational 

evidence in the author’s own database (based on citations in Hong Kong English sources or in a Hong 

Kong English context). Column G refers to the Grolier International Dictionary (2000), column B 

refers to Bolton (2003), and column C&W refers to Cummings and Wolf (2011): an asterisk (*) 

indicates that the term is present in that source (totals at column bottom). Unless otherwise stated, 

calques are English loan translations from Cantonese. 

Table   Hong Kong English lexis dictionary entries 

Term Date 1 Date 

2 

Etymology G B C&

W 

add oil 2011 2007 calque    

add value machine 2012 2000 calque    

ah cha 2002 1958 Cantonese + Hindi   * 

Albert Yip 2010 - mistranslation    

amah 1997 1903 English < Portuguese * * * 

Amah Rock 1974 1928 English    

bamboo theatre 2004 1909 English    

bird nest soup 2008 1743 English * * * 

black face 2008 - calque    

blow water 2009 - calque    

body check 2001 1979 calque    

body itchy 2007 - calque    

brainwash 1958 - calque (Mandarin)    

bubble tea 2010 1993 calque (Taiwanese)   * 

bun mui 2001 1990 Cantonese   * 

bun tower 2005 1962 part calque    

bus uncle 2006 - calque    

cage home 2008 1995 calque   * 

Canto-pop 2005 1989 English * * * 

cha chaan teng 2011 2002 Cantonese   * 

char sui bao 2010 1968 Cantonese * * * 

chiu 2011 - Cantonese    

chur 2013 - Cantonese    

coffin home 2011 - calque    

collect skin 2011 - calque    

colour wolf 2007 1990 calque    

columbarium 2010 1958 English < Latin    

dai pai dong 1971 1967 Cantonese   * 

delay no more 2006 1976 bilingual pun    

dim sum 2001 1952 Cantonese * * * 

ding ding 2002 1992 Cantonese    

doubly non-permanent 

resident child 

2012 - part calque    

dragon boat 2002 1904 calque * *  

dragon’s beard candy 1991 1975 calque    

EPS 2006 1985 English, initialism    

face green green 2010 - calque    

face trade 2009 - calque    

fat choi ho si 1998 - Cantonese    

flea market 2012 1974 English    

food paradise 2003 1974 calque    

free size 2013 1973 Japanese < English    

fruit money 2012 1992 calque   * 
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fung shui 2003 1797 Cantonese * * * 

gai daan jai/tsai 2002 - Cantonese    

gei wai 1997 1988 Cantonese   * 

goddess 2011 - English    

green hat 2005 - calque   * 

gwai mui 2006 - Cantonese   * 

gweilo 1998 1972 Cantonese * * * 

Hak Se Wai 2005 - Cantonese    

hand letter 2008 - calque    

Holland bank cheque 2004 - bilingual pun    

Hong Kong foot 1994 1926 calque   * 

Hong Kong kid 2010 - part calque    

hot dog 2005 - English    

jetso 2006 - Cantonese   * 

jockey challenge 2008 1979 English    

kai lan 1990 1939 Cantonese * * * 

kowtow 1899 1804 Cantonese * * * 

lang mo 2009 - Cantonese    

leftover woman 2009 - calque (Mandarin)    

locust 2012 - calque    

lose face 2000 1834 calque *  * 

mafoo 1977 1863 Cantonese * * * 

mahjong 1987 1921 Chinese *  * 

maid room 2004 1965 calque    

mainlander 1998 1906 English   * 

milk tea 2011 1966 calque * *  

missy 2003 1848 English/Cantonese    

MK 2007 2006 English, initialism    

mo lei tau 2004 1990 Cantonese   * 

Monkey King 1996 1951 English  * * 

monster parent 2010 - calque    

moon cake 2001 1905 calque * *  

no money no talk 2000 1981 calque    

Octopus 1997 - English    

one-woman brothel 2009 1980 English  *  

parallel trader 2009 1977 English    

people mountain people 

sea 

1998 - calque    

poon choi 1997 1994 Cantonese   * 

pork chop 2005 2003 calque   * 

Portuguese egg tart 2006 1994 English    

princess syndrome 2009 - calque    

pseudo-model 2009 - English    

public light bus 2000 1969 calque * *  

San He Hui 1976 - Cantonese    

sandwich class 1997 1993 calque   * 

shahe-fen 1997 - Mandarin    

shark fin soup 1989 1924 part calque * *  

sifu 2000 1972 Cantonese   * 

siu mai 2011 1957 Cantonese  * * 

siu yeh 2006 1981 Cantonese    

small house 1999 1972 English    

snakehead 2007 1963 calque * * * 

soaked in salt water 2012 - calque    

street sleeper 1998 1919 English    

subdivided flat 2011 1990 English    

taipan 1956 1834 Cantonese * * * 

Taobao 2006 - Mandarin    

tong lau 2010 2003 Cantonese   * 

tong sui 2009 - Cantonese   * 

tongzhi 2000 - Cantonese    

topping off 2011 1962 English    

villain hitting 2013 - calque    

wet market 2011 1983 calque *  * 

wide gate 1994 - part calque    

wife cake 2005 1984 calque    

wing chun 1972 1969 Cantonese    
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wonton 1981 1969 Cantonese   * 

XO sauce 1991 - English   * 

yellow joke 2006 - calque    

yuan yang 2003 - Cantonese    

yum cha 1988 1916 Cantonese * * * 

Total 113    20 21 40 

 


